With Wowza ClearCaster™ Pro, you can broadcast in universal mode using an integrated workflow between a Wowza ClearCaster and the Wowza Streaming Cloud™ service. This integration simplifies broadcast configuration and management, enabling you to start and stop a stream from one user interface.

There are two workflows for streaming from a Wowza ClearCaster to Wowza Streaming Cloud: the standard (live stream or transcoder) workflow and the ultra low latency workflow. Both require adding an API key and access key for the Wowza Streaming Cloud REST API to the Wowza ClearCaster manager.

Set up the integration

To set up an integrated connection between Wowza ClearCaster and Wowza Streaming Cloud, you'll add a Wowza Streaming Cloud REST API access key and API key to the Wowza ClearCaster Manager.

Get an API key and access key for the Wowza Streaming Cloud REST API

Add your API key and access key in Wowza ClearCaster Manager

Create a Wowza Streaming Cloud stream

Select between the standard live stream and transcoder workflow or the ultra low latency workflow for your Wowza Streaming Cloud stream.

Create a live stream or transcoder in Wowza Streaming Cloud

Create an ultra low latency stream target in Wowza Streaming Cloud

Create a broadcast in Wowza ClearCaster Manager
More resources

- Create and manage live streams in Wowza Streaming Cloud
- Create a custom transcoder with many outputs and targets in Wowza Streaming Cloud
- Create a passthrough live stream or transcoder in Wowza Streaming Cloud
- Compare Wowza Streaming Cloud workflows